Let's **PLAY** in Reservoir West!

1. **LIFT** your eyes to the sky. What shapes do the clouds make?
2. **COLOUR** a cardboard sculpture with crayon and paint.
3. **FALL** through the sky as you swing up high.
4. **AIM** for the goals. Can you score a point?
5. **COUNT** all the types of cars you can see.
6. **FLY** a kite high in the sky.
7. **GUESS** who lives in all the houses you pass. Are they old, tall, joyful or small?
8. **TRACE** a chalk outline of your friend on the ground.
9. **USE** your muscles to pull yourself up as you climb.
10. **GIGGLE** and laugh and snort and smile. Can you find a funny book?
11. **LOOK** at the ducks as they swim and dive.
12. **GLIDE** and sail along this flying fox.
13. **ENGRAVE** your name in the dirt with a stick.
14. **KICK FLIP** and slide at the skate park.

---

Thanks to: all the children, staff and families of the many Primary Schools, Kindergartens, Childcare Centres and playgroups in Darebin who participated in this project; joining in play sessions, drawing pictures of their favourite places to play and sharing their stories.